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FOLDY  
A.1. Technical Data 
A.1.1. Sliding Sofa-Bed 

 

Overview: 

               The sofa consists of the main metal frame of the seat in which the arms are connected.. 

Between the two arms a steel tube of circular cross-section Φ26mm is placed, which creates 

the back of the couch on which the back cushion is supported. Inside and underneath the seat 

of the sofa a sliding mechanism is placed. Pulling the handle that carries the inside frame of 

the sofa it extends outwards, it rising and stabilizing at the same level as the main seat of the 

sofa. The half of the inner bottom frame has a cushion and the corresponding cushion of the 

back makes it possible to completely cover the lower body. 
 

Specifications: 

A.1.1. The main frame of the sofa and the interior sliding frame are made shaped sheet steel with a 

thickness of 1.5mm which is suitably welded to a 40X20X2mm steel pipe. Both frames are 

anatomically shaped for greater comfort. On the main frame seat cushions are placed made of 

molded 100 mm expanded polyurethane foam and upholstered with fabric. A pad of 100 mm 

thickness is placed on the inner frame covering half the beadstead. 
 

A.1.2   The sofa arms are made of 25mm thick chipboard lined with a 10mm thick foam. In the 

perimeter of the arms a high-rigidity semi-circular cross-section foam is placed to provide 

greater comfort to the user. At their finish, the armrests have plastic ends to protect the floor. 

The arms are fully upholstered with the corresponding fabric.  
 

A.1.3. Between the arms of the couch  a steel tube of circular cross-section Ø26 is which holds the 

arms and creates the back of the couch on which the cushion is placed. 
 

A.1.4. The cushion of the backrest is made of cast polyurethane foam with a thickness of 100mm, 

upholstered with fabric. 
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A.1.5. At the bottom of the pillow there is a hook-loop system to secure the pillow to the seat and 

stay in a stable position. 
 

A.1.6. The pads of the seat and back are detached with zippers. 
 

Upholstered with fabric from the Dromeas SA catalogue. 

 

Packaging: 1 piece  

Volume: 2 m3 

Packets : 1 
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